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Surfing into Spring

by N. Hunter Cresswell
The new Recreation and Wellness Center
was opened by Humboldt State President
Rollin Richmond and Executive Director of
the University Center Dave Nakamura when
they used three-foot long wooden scissors to
cut the ribbon.
The ribbon cutting ceremony was
held Feb. 22 at 3:30 p.m. in the new RWC,
previously known as the Forbes Complex.
“This facility is all about exercise and being
with friends,” Richmond said. “Exercise in
ways that will be good for body and mind.”
The ribbon cutting ceremony featured the
Marching Lumberjacks, a buffet, art by two
generations of HSU alumni and speeches by
Nakamura, Richmond, and Mira Friedman
of the Student Health and Wellness Center.
After the ribbon was cut, attendees were
encouraged to tour the new facilities.
The new RWC facilities include a
reception area, a lounge with an outdoor
adventure reference library and activities like
video games and pingpong. The center also
has two new fitness studios, a conference
room, a peer education room and art and
nutrition rooms. The top floor of the facility
houses the new Student Recreation FacilityWest. The football locker rooms are the only
thing housed in the RWC that are not a part
of the wellness program, Nakamura said.
Leah Gordon, a senior anthropology
major who works as counter staff in the
See “Renovation” on page 2

HSU students paddle out in fierce winter waves
Samoa surfer rides wave on the North Jetty on Feb. 16. | Aaron Selig

by Patrick Evans
A dark grey wave,as tall as a house,
rumbles in from the sea. Surfers paddle
toward it, arms pinwheeling. The sun
just rose and the water is 48 degrees.
Some students at Humboldt State
live for such a morning. Chris DeFoney,
a 22-year-old surfer and environmental
science major is one of those students.
“I moved to Humboldt because it [the
ocean] was super consistent here and
always pretty big,” DeFoney said.
He said he came to Humboldt to surf
waves taller than ten feet at Patrick's
Point, Camel Rock, and the North Jetty.
“It's fun to go out at Patty's on like a
really big day, or down at the jetty when
it's like double over-head,” DeFoney
said.
The surf here is often large and
stormy, but is still more consistent
than the waves in New Jersey, where
DeFoney’s from.
“Surfing
in
Humboldt
isn't
completely ideal, you gotta work hard
to get good waves,” he said. “But it’s
worth it, because you surf with very
small crowds and cool people most of

the time.”
Hannah Stevens, 19, is a cell
molecular biology major at HSU.
Stevens' father, a lifeguard, taught her
how to surf when she was 10 years old.
Now, Stevens teaches children to surf
at summer camps in Malibu and San
Clemente, Calif..
“The first reason why I looked at
Humboldt was because it's the closest
CSU to the ocean,” Stevens said, even
though her wetsuit is not warm enough
to spend more than an hour in the frigid
water.
Stevens said she is not a competitive
surfer and not obsessed with catching
the best or biggest waves.
“Sometimes I'll just watch and I won't
go,” she said. “Just being in the ocean is
my favorite part about it.”
Jake Meyer, 21, is a recreation
administration major and a surf
instructor with Center Activities.
Meyer teaches HSU students the
basics of surfing waves that are rarely
friendly to beginners.
“This is a lot more extreme of an
environment, much more difficult
to learn [to surf] in than just about

anywhere else on the planet,” Meyer
said.
Cold water, cumbersome wetsuits
and dangerous waves turn off many first
time surfers before they get hooked, he
said.
“The long beach breaks that we have,
with incredibly deep water right off
shore and massive amounts of swell,
doesn't harbor learning,” Meyer said.
Meyer said you need to drive far and
have a lot of luck to find good waves to
learn on in Humboldt. Swell — a bulge
of water that breaks into a wavetrain —
is constantly moving past the Humboldt
coast, but often the waves are too big
and the wind too strong to surf most
beaches. Meyer checks surf spots almost
every day and gets weather forecasts on
his phone.
“If I'm thinking I want to surf, I've
been watching the waves for days in a
row,” Meyer said.
“The challenge makes it totally worth
it.”
Patrick Evans may be contacted
at thejack@humboldt.edu

United, undocumented, unafraid!
by Emily Hamann
Many people come to Humboldt County
because of its isolation from the rest of
the state. But for immigrants living in the
country without documentation, this can be
more discouraging than relaxing.
That is why, for the second year in a row,
Humboldt State’s Social Justice Summit will
cover undocumented issues.
Each year’s student coordinators choose
the topic the Summit will cover. Gabriela
Garcia and Samuel Romero, this year’s cocoordinators, wanted to expand on last year’s
topic of undocumented students and focus on
any people “who live in the shadows because
of their undocumented status,” Garcia said.
“We’d been noticing that there aren’t many
resources [for undocumented immigrants],”
Garcia, a senior political science major,
said. She attributes this in part to Humboldt
County being isolated from the rest of the
state.
“This is an issue that’s been ignored for
far too long,” Romero, a senior history major,
said.
When Romero came to Humboldt State
from Southern California, he was shocked at
the lack of resources to help those who are
in the country without documentation. He
thinks HSU is limiting diversity by scaring
Press poster for keynote speaker Aurora Guerrero’s film “Mosquita y Mari”. Her
away students.
film will be screened on March 1 at 6 p.m. in the Kate Buchanan room. | Photo
“I personally know many people who want
provided by FilmCollaborative.com
to come up here [for the sciences program],”

www.TheLumberjack.org

Romero said. “[But] they get really discouraged.
Because there’s no resources; there’s no aid; there’s
no allies.”
Filmmaker and activist Aurora Guerrero will open
the summit on March 1 at 6 p.m. in the Kate Buchanan
room with her film “Mosquita y Mari,” which was an
official selection in the 2012 Sundance Film Festival.
The Summit runs March 1 and 2 and includes film
screenings, an art gallery and a variety of workshops
on various social justice issues. Registration for the
summit will take place between 3 and 5:30 p.m. on
Friday, March 1 in the Karshner Lounge, outside the
Kate Buchanan room, and is free for all students.
The activist group Educators for Fair Consideration
is running some of the workshops. One of them is
“Life After DACA,” covering the next steps after
undocumented young people qualify under the
federal Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals,
a program granting certain benefits to students
and members of the military who were brought,
undocumented, into the country as children.
E4FC will also run a workshop on Asian
undocumented immigrants. Garcia said the stereotype
of an undocumented immigrant is someone of Latino
heritage, but that is not always the case.
Garcia said policies, such as the California Dream
Act and federal Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals, exist to help undocumented people, but
they may not know about them or how to take
advantage of their benefits.
Garcia and Romero hope to change that with the
Social Justice Summit, and also provide information
for people in the community wanting to be an ally
See “2013 Social Justice” on page 6
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Renovation to Wellness Center costs HSU millions
Continued from page 1

Contact the Lumberjack at
(707) 826-3259 or
LJNPads@humboldt.edu

Thursday Feb. 28
Random Acts of Comedy
Doors at 7:30 p.m. | $6 | All Ages
Friday March 1
Gangs of New York (2002)
Doors at 7:30 p.m. | $5 | Rated R
Saturday March 2
22nd Almost Annual
Pun-off & Benefit
Doors at 7:30 p.m. | $16 | All Ages
Sunday March 3
Monsters, Inc. (2001)
Doors at 5:30 p.m. | $5 |Rated G

N. Hunter Cresswell may be contacted at thejack@humboldt.edu

Wednesday March 6
Sci Fi Night ft. The Matrix
Revolutions (2003)
Doors at 6 p.m. | Free | All ages
Thursday March 7
Ocean Night Film Screening
Doors at 6:30 p.m. | $3 | All Ages

State of California

Friday March 8
Cloverfield (2008)
Doors at 7:30 p.m. | $5 | Rated R

City

Saturday March 9
16th Annual Arcata Eye Ball
Doors at 6 p.m. | $15 |All Ages
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Humboldt State University Tues. Feb. 19

Sunday March 10
Cars (2006)
Doors at 5:30 p.m. | $5 | Rated G
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Cop
Blocked

Wednesday Feb. 27
Sci Fi Night ft.
The Matrix Reloaded (2003)
Doors at 6 p.m. Movie at 6:45 p.m.
Free | All Ages

Student Recreation Facility-West, heard about the ribbon cutting ceremony from her supervisor but has not
used any of the facilities yet. She would like to use one of the new fitness studios if yoga classes will be offered in
them in the fall.
Nakamura said the project was thought of two years ago. He noticed that this campus’ recreation facilities were
spread far and wide while other universities have a central recreation area. “Looking at other campuses, it was
something we were behind on,” Nakamura said. “We want to create a more all encompassing wellness program.”
The project was a joint effort by Center Activities, Recreational Sports, the Student Recreation Center and the
wellness component of the Student Health Center.
The renovation costs were around $3 million. Funding came from the University Center, money from the
Chancellor’s office and from the university’s energy efficiency rebate trust. “This trust collects funding from
rebates received when the University completes qualifying energy efficiency improvements,” Traci Ferdolage,
associate vice president of facilities management, said.
“This fall we will really be up and running in a big way,” Nakamura said in reference to the programs offered
in the RWC.
The lounge used to be old department offices Nakamura said. When looking at the cost of demolishing the
offices Nakamura realized it was very expensive.
In his speech during the ceremony he joked and said, “Any faculty that worked there would demolish [the
offices] gladly.”
Some students prefer the new gym to the old one, "I like this one, it's more mellow, fairly new, new equipment
and not everyone knows about it so there's not a lot of people," said Gordon. "The treadmills face the climb wall."
The SRC reversed their cardio machines in the past two years so they no longer face the climb wall, which Gordon
would like to see changed.
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A vehicle near Plaza Ave was
immobilized for parking violations.

At least it was not your iPod.

I am sure Optimus Prime loves his
new boots.
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23:37

Arcata police requested assistance
with a large party on Eye St.
You know it is a good party when
APD calls UPD for backup.
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A male subject was reported to
have been on the couch outside
room 202 in the Art Building for
the past few nights.
The couch potato was warned for
trespassing.
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Corrections
From the Feb. 13 issue:
Page 2- N. Hunter Cresswell was not credited with compiling
and writing Cop Blocked.
Page 3- In the UC Board plans Depot renovation story,
$200,000 is the amount for The Depot insurance, not the amount
for the renovation. The budget for the renovation has not been
approved.

Monday-Friday, 11 a.m. - 7 p.m.
616 Wood St. Eureka
In the Henderson Center
707-442-5433

Page 8- Chinese New Year starts on Feb. 10, not Jan. 10.
From the Feb. 20 issue:
Page 1- There was no credit for the top cover photo. It was taken
by Eduardo Barragan.
Page 1- The Green Diamond photos were missing captions.
On the Left was Gary Rynearson, forest policy manager for
Green Diamond Resource Company On the right was Andrew
Orahoske, conservation director for Environmental Protection
Information Center.
Page 2- N. Hunter Cresswell was not credited with compiling
and writing Cop Blocked.

February 27, 2013
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Township
Township

A Philips mp3 player and
headphones were taken from
someone in the Library Cafe.

Location:
Date:
Humboldt State University Friday Feb. 22
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Photo courtesy of the Afircan Children’s Choir

Lillian Boyd
British Columbia-born Ray
Barnett was working with relief
efforts against war devastation
in the Ugandan village Mucwini
in 1980 when he heard a native
boy singing.
Despite the destruction and
terror left by former Uganda
President Idi Amin, the 10-yearold boy sang an angelic and
optimistic melody giving Barnett
chills.
Barnett wondered how he
could incorporate music and
dance to call attention to the
war, famine and disease in
Uganda while raising money
to educate African children. In
1984, he established the African
Children’s Choir, a foundation
focused on funding education
primarily for choir members
and Ugandans but other African
countries as well. Since then,
39 choir groups have toured
internationally with more
than 1,000 performances. The
foundation puts choir members
through college and sponsors
non-members from all over
the continent for a high school
education. On Tuesday, March 5
at 8 p.m. the African Children’s
Choir will perform in the Van

Duzer theatre.
Amanda Healy is the publicity
coordinator for the choir
foundation.
“Our main goal is education.
After the children complete one
year of touring, they return
home and their education is
completely paid for,” Healy
said. “We’ve paid for students
to go to law school, to become
teachers or doctors. One of our
[former choir members] is now
a news anchor.”
Anthony Samanya, a former
child choir member, attended
a school sponsored by the
foundation in Kampala, Uganda.
At age nine, Samanya auditioned
to be a part of the choir.
“I remember I didn’t understand
what was going on. But after
three months of training and
rehearsing it hit me,” Samanya
said. “I had never even left my
hometown and I was going to
get to travel the world.”
Samanya said goodbye to his
father and six older siblings in
Kampala before touring Europe
and North America for the next
year with the African Children’s
Choir.
After completing his tour,
Samanya finished high school
and then earned a degree in

Photo courtesy of the Afircan Children’s Choir

economics at Kampala University
in 2010. He volunteered to
chaperone Choir 39, one of the
current choir groups touring
internationally.
The African Children’s Choir
performed at University of
Wisconsin at Oshkosh during
Kayla Kumbier’s freshman year.
The HSU elementary education
student fell in love with the show.
“I always had a passion for
Uganda and the continent of
Africa,” Kumbier said. “As an
elementary education major,
I loved the purpose behind
the program. These kids could
have the opportunity for a good
education.”
Kumbier applied online to
get involved with the African
Children’s Choir. The foundation

The Natural Resources department is gearing up for the new block schedule by asking students to submit any conflicts that may
arise regarding classes. |Photo by J. Daniel Fernandez

HSU creates new block schedule
by Sam Machado
Humboldt State is going to have
a change in course scheduling
starting this fall. All classes will
be scheduled at odd-numbered
hours starting on the hour. With
no more classes starting on the
half-hour, there is less likely going
to be any conflicts. This idea is
meant to help students graduate
sooner and better organize their
schedules.
According to a recent survey,
a significant number of students
could not get the classes they
needed because the courses were
scheduled on top of one another.
“They [the classes] weren’t
available at the time so it was clear
that from the student perspective
there were serious problems in
scheduling,” HSU Provost Bob
Snyder said.
Snyder’s involvement in this
change was putting a working group
of faculty, staff and administrators

together, and approving the report.
According to Snyder, it might take
time for professors to adjust to this
change. “I think folks are a little
worried about their schedules. I
think there’s no question about that,
and that’s reasonable,” Snyder said.
“Folks are worried [if] they will
be required to teach during earlier
in the day and later in the day.”
Even though Snyder says
professors may not like this change,
the main purpose is to benefit the
students. “Particular faculty like to
teach on particular days, they like
to teach at particular times,” Snyder
said. “We want to accommodate
that as much as we can, but the
goal is to develop a schedule that
allows students to get the courses
they need to get through.”
With the way classes are going to
be scheduled this fall, students will
have longer days throughout the
week. Rather than having an ideal
schedule in the late mornings and
afternoons, it will be early mornings

and possibly late evenings. But
some departments have exceptions
due to necessary afternoon time.
This includes forestry. “They need
to run their labs during the day
and generally in the afternoon so
they’re going to have more classes
concentrated in that block than in
someone’s rest of the day,” Snyder
said. “We’re going to have to give
them an exception because they
can’t be run under classes at night
when it’s dark so you got to be
reasonable.”
New students are having mixed
feelings about this. Astin Williams,
a freshman, likes the half-hour
schedule. “I like the thirty things
now,” Williams said. “I don’t know
how it would benefit anymore.”
Rachel Borenstein, a freshman,
thinks there will be a positive
outcome. “I like it. It might be easier
to get classes,” Borenstein said.
Sam Machado may be contacted at
thejack@humboldt.edu

www.TheLumberjack.org

hired her in March 2012 as the
tour leader for Choir 39.
The tour began in June with
144 concerts performed since.
The choir plays four shows a
week.
“The tour so far has been
wonderful. The children got
to see the Grand Canyon and
go to an amusement park and
they loved it,” Samanya said.
“As for my plans are when the
tour ends, I’m leaving that all
to God.”
Lillian Boyd may be contacted
at thejack@humboldt.edu
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Choir harmonizes for education in Africa
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• Birth control: pill, patch, ring, shot
• STD Testing & Treatment
• HIV Testing (results in 10 mins)
• Pregnancy Testing
• Emergency Contraception
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Medical Outreach Team
Mondays • 1:00-4:00 pm • Student Health Center
Wednesdays • 1:00-4:00 pm • Student Health Center
Thursdays • 5:00-7:00 pm • “J” Mezzanine Level
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is not
enough...

by Lizzie Mitchell
You have the opportunity to be
the voice of all 437,000 California
State University System’s students’
needs and wants.
The California State Student
Association is looking for a
student to serve as a trustee on
the California State University
Board of Trustees. This student
serves a two-year term along
with one other student and helps
determine new governing policies
for the entire CSU system.
“I definitely don’t have time
for that!” Robert Barnett said,
a 22-year-old biology major at
Humboldt State.
Student trustees represent
each university’s students and
their positions on topics like
financial aid, admissions and
tuition. They learn about student
needs through communication
with each school’s Associated
Students government.
The student trustee position is
the highest level of office that a
student can hold in the CSU system.
Jacob Bloom, one of HSU’s A.S.
student-at-large representatives,
said it is a struggle to influence
some of the major decisions that
these student trustees vote and
decide on.
“We’re definitely a very unique
area,” Bloom said. “It doesn’t
really feel like we’re a part of
California, but we’re subjected
to the same rules that people in
LA are. It’s definitely a different
school system and a way of life.”
HSU A.S. President, Ellyn

Henderson, also said that HSU’s
distance from the rest of the
CSUs might be a disadvantage
in the policy-making decisions
that involve the student trustees.
“I don’t think it’s connected
enough,” Henderson said. “Humboldt
specifically has a problem with
that because we are the most
disconnected of all the CSUs.
We don’t have big events or big
committee meetings. Plus, LA is
where the chancellor’s office is.”
The Board of Trustees meets
six times a year at the CSU
chancellor’s office in Long Beach,
Calif. While there, the student
trustees communicate with the
23 other board members about
different ideas and plans for the
CSUs.
In addition to HSU’s distance
from the rest of the schools, a lack
of student involvement may also
affect its weight in the board’s
decision-making.
“People don’t even know what
A.S. is,” Henderson said. “Part of
getting all schools included is
including the diversity of opinions
on the decision making. If we
don’t have an input, it hurts the
bigger decisions overall.”
Henderson also said the CSSA
is considering investing in the
appointed students’ tuition, which
would hopefully provide more
of an incentive for students to
get involved.
Briana Pagdon, a 19-year-old
biology major, was interested.
“My tuition would possibly
be paid for?” Pagdon said. “Sign
me up!”

Bloom also said, in addition
to a lack of student involvement,
HSU’s A.S. has a hard time because
of how top-down the orders are
in its policy-making. There are
higher levels of power above each
governing body, and the higherranking authorities ultimately
end up having the most say.
He said that instead of
representing the students, he feels
that a position like the student
trustee is only an opportunity for
that student to represent himself
or herself.
“It’s a very fine line of being
able to qualify for [the position],”
Bloom said. “You have to be in
good with all the top dogs, so
from what I’ve seen, you can’t
represent students at all. You
represent the people whose asses
you have to kiss to get there.”
Bloom said the high status
that the position suggests might
outweigh the greater interest of
the students, because it is so hard
to fully represent so many people.
“If I were one of these [student
trustees],” Bloom said. “I wouldn’t
represent students at all. It’s so
painful for A.S. on campus to
know what we want, so much as
someone who gets flown down
to Long Beach to meet with the
governor. I mean, I’d just feel
like the shit if I were doing that.”

Illustration by Aizik Brown

Lizzie Mitchell may be contacted at
thejack@humboldt.edu

Alumni Owned and Operated
Crown Royal
750 mL

only $19.99

Kraken
1.75 L

Sailor Jerry
1.75 L

only $20.99

only $20.99

Share Your Thoughts at a Public Hearing

Humboldt State University will be holding public
hearings on a plan to implement more selective
admissions requirements in some academic programs.
This “impaction” would affect freshmen and transfer
applicants in Biology, Botany, Wildlife and Zoology,
as well as transfer applicants in Environmental
Resources Engineering.
These programs have all seen large increases in
applications in recent years, and are unable to meet the
demand. This change would affect students applying
for Fall 2014 or later.

Customers of
the Week
Robbie Magnuson

Hutchins Grocery
1644 G Street
Arcata, CA
822-1964

New HSU Admissions Criteria

Arcata Liquors
786 9th Street
Arcata, CA
822-0414

Comments may be submitted at the hearings or on the
website, and are due no later than March 15, 2013.

February 25, 2013
12:30 – 2 pm
Mendocino College
Main campus, Ukiah
Career & Transfer Center

March 7, 2013
11:30 a.m. – 1 p.m.
College of the Redwoods
Del Norte campus,
Crescent City
Main Building (DM) 29

March 15, 2013
11:30 a.m. – 1 p.m.
College of the Redwoods,
Main campus, Eureka
Student Services Building
(SS) 109

Find out more at humboldt.edu/impaction
February 27, 2013
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The frame-by-frame for the faithful fallen
Art exhibit raises awareness for religious fringe groups

Above and Below: Photos in the Community in spiritus section of the exhibit showcase the connections created through religion. | Marie F. Estrada

by Gilbert Upton
Whether it is a gospel choir of transgender
members or prisoners practicing Zen Buddhism
in San Quentin Prison, Rick Nahmias explores
the world of fringe religions, and the people who
practice them.
“Golden States of Grace: Prayers of the
Disinherited,” an exhibit of black and white
photography and an audio soundtrack containing
prayers and interviews, gives voice to groups
deemed as outcasts by society.
Rick Nahmias is a Los Angeles based
photographer and writer who spent much of this
past decade working on projects geared toward
raising awareness in areas otherwise shunned or
ignored.
Senator Ted Kennedy presented one of Nahmias’
previous projects involving migrant farm workers
to the United States House of Representatives in
order to illustrate the exploitation of farm workers.
The project depicts everything from family life,
immigration and healthcare as a way to provide
details and encourage empathy toward migrant
workers.
Nahmias, who majored in religious studies,
was fascinated by religion and how far people are
willing go for what they believe in.
“I was fascinated by the ritual. People kill for it,

people die for it,” Nahmias said. When he set out
to document different marginalized communities,
he did not accept just any group, “I didn’t want to
go out after people seeking flying saucers in the
desert, I wanted people to see that there was a
transgender gospel choir.”
A total of 11 different communities participated
in the Golden States of Grace, and the exhibit has
traveled throughout North America, Europe and
Asia.The exhibit only documents groups that
are in some way on the outside of mainstream
American society.
Another exhibit is about undocumented sex
workers who worship the female deity Santisima
Muerte, Holy Death, and is symbolized by a
cloaked skeleton resembling the Grim Reaper.
Santisima Muerte is believed to rescue the outcasts
of society and keep them safe from harm.
“Sex workers were nomadic,” Nahmias said,
“They don’t stay anywhere long, they were
transgender prostitutes living on an illegal trade
and undocumented, yet they still had a sense
of devotion, they sent money to family and
worshipped Santisima Muerte as an anchor for
their lives.”
Another group in the exhibit is the Cham
Muslims of Santa Ana, Calif. The Cham are a
minority due to their Malayo-Polynesian language
and Muslim faith. They are also victims of genocide

under the Khmer Rouge regime of Cambodia
in 1975. Of roughly 250,000 Cham, 90,000, or
36 percent, of the population was killed or had
starved to death by 1979. Some surviving families
moved to Orange County and began to create a
new community for themselves.
One of Nahmias’ goals for the project was to
help change stereotypes.
“Take Cham Muslims, they live in poverty in
the shadow of Disneyland, survived a genocide,
and they have a totally different religion and
gentleness compared to what we portray as
Muslim, or terrorist,” Nahmias said.
Golden States of Grace explores other sides of
religion. A graduate from New York University,
Nahmias spent three years interviewing different
groups to finish Golden States of Grace. It took him
another two years to finish his book on the project.
Blending over 50 black and white photos with text
and audio creates a unique and powerful exposure
to the marginalized communities in society.
The exhibition runs until March 3rd and
Nahmias will be at Humboldt State to speak about
the exhibit and do book signings on March 1.
The religious studies department will host two
events at the exhibit on March 2 and 3.
Gilbert Upton may be contacted at
thejack@humboldt.edu

Humbolt State student wins
student-teaching award
by Sam Machado
Greg Manata, a former student-teacher at Humboldt State, won The Crellin Pauling
Teaching Award for teaching ethics in biology. Being the first student at HSU to win this
award, the certificate was handed to him after he showed motivated teaching skills as well as
a positive attitude.
Manata helped teach a supplemental course that was one hour, twice a week where
students can learn more. “The goal was to have students participating,” Manata said. “I tried to
have students talk with each other through practice quizzes.”
The award was handed to Manata from biology professor Mark Wilson. Wilson taught
Manata for a few classes at HSU. “Greg took on supplemental after Biology 105, and he did a
great job,” Wilson said. “He developed all kinds of materials, problems, games and Jeopardy
questions.”
The award was an accomplishment for Manata, since only one student out of the 23
California State University campuses can win this award.
Manata is currently in the HSU credential program while helping teach students at Arcata
High School.
After receiving his credential, he will be one step closer to becoming a teacher.
“I’m really happy that someone as capable as him is going to be leading high school
students,” Wilson said. “I think he’s going to do a lot for his students.”
According to Wilson, any student has the ability to win an award like this for his or her
This year HSU credential student Greg Manata won the CSU Crellin Pauling Teaching Award for
future career. “Be unique,” Wilson said. “Be excited and love what you’re doing.”
Biology professor, Patty Siering, also noticed Manata’s motivation. “I think he’s going to student teaching in biology. | Sebastian Hedburg
be a great teacher,” Siering said, “He really tries to think about how students learn at distilling
him to find a full-time position,” Susan Manata said. “I expect him to get a good job. I’m looking
difficult concepts.”
According to Siering, Manata is not afraid to take on a challenge. “Greg has a strong work forward to hearing about his experiences.”
Manata’s award earned him more than $1,600 and a great opportunity for a bright future.
ethic,” Siering said. “He’s never afraid to try new things.”
Manata’s mother, Susan Manata, was delighted after hearing the good news. “We were “It benefits [to teach] as a student when I took supplemental classes, and I had great experience
surprised. We were excited,” his mom said. “When he told us about it on the website, we teaching these classes,” Manata said. “It’s a nice way of being recognized for that.”
mailed it out and sent it to the grandparents.”
“Teaching is like improv,” Susan Manata said. “You got to have [an] agenda and you got to
Sam Machado may be contacted
be ready to be flexible.”
at thejack@humboldt.edu
Now that he has a great start in his career, she expects only the best for her son. “I expect
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WE REPAIR
BROKEN GLASS
GLASSHOUSE

GLASS BLOWING SUPPLIES

*ROOR
*PURE
*PHX
*BROKEN
GLASS-ON-GLASS

(Don’t Give Up On Your Favorite Piece)

Glass Gifts Under $20
1264 Giuntoli Lane
Suite B Arcata
(707) 822-1374

Glasshouse has everything you need to learn:

Located in North
Arcata, next to the
Country Store on
Giuntoli Lane

WANT TO LEARN TO
BLOW GLASS?

Glass - Torches - Tools - Kilns
Eye Wear - Books - DVD’s

It’s not as hard as you might think

Shh! Idle hands are the devil’s playthings

I’m not sure if “bop” is the best
way to describe masturbation, but
in 1984, Cindi Lauper’s song about
masturbation “She Bop” ranked
third on the Billboard Hot 100 list.
“She bop, he bop, we bop, they
bop, I bop.” Do you bop?
In a 2010 study cited by the Kinsey
Institute, a global sexual health and
wellness research institute, research
results showed that 73.8 percent of
males and 48.1 percent of females
will masturbate in their lifetimes.
The average is at least twice a week.
For an act that seems natural and
common, why are people afraid to
admit they masturbate?
Even if I’m dating or casually
seeing someone, I probably
masturbate about 3 to 4 times a
week.
Sometimes I’m bored or stressed,
and no one is around to have sex
with, a personal stress reliever. I
could be in the middle of watching
an episode of Project Runway or a
random Hulu show, press pause,
finger myself, press play and go
back to watching the show.
It’s not really romantic, but if
you’re just trying to get off does it
really matter? Hell no, it doesn’t.
If it helps, you can set the mood
for yourself. Dim the lights, light
some candles, maybe light incense,
grab a magazine or use your
imagination. Whatever turns you
on, go for it and enjoy it.
The University of Michigan
Health System, a national
organization dedicated to health
research and reform, cited
masturbation as a common habit

among boys and girls from ages 5
to 6. The children don’t necessarily
know they’re masturbating, but
they are discovering their genitals
and are curious. On their website
UMHS wrote, “No one has to teach a
child to explore his or her genitals. It
[masturbating] provides a feeling of
pleasure, that once discovered, the
child will most likely repeat.”
Sometimes people pretend like
girls don’t touch their own vaginas.
Yet, sometimes guys masturbate
to an image of a girl touching
herself. Even though it’s sometimes
more accepted to talk about guys
masturbating, there is a stigma that
masturbation is dirty.
Some of my guy friends can’t
go more than two days without
jacking-off and they’re not dirty.
If you’re not getting sexual
pleasure from someone else, then
why not help yourself? There’s no
reason you can’t unzip your jeans,
slip your own hand down your
pants and get a little action.
You won’t infect yourself with
a sexually transmitted infection.
You won’t have to consider another
person’s needs.
Masturbation is the opposite of
dirty.
Women to Women, a women’s
health clinic, cites several health
benefits of female masturbation.
One benefit of masturbation for
women is the reduced chance of a
urinary tract infection. The bodily
fluids released during masturbation
clean out the vaginal walls and flush
out other bacterias from the cervix.
For men, the Fertility Center of

California, also called Sperm Bank
Inc., a state organization dedicated
to men’s health and sperm donation,
has a list of eight reasons why
masturbation is healthy for men.
The list included tension and stress
relief and even fighting depression.
During
masturbation
mood
enhancing endorphins are released
— serotonin and dopamine.
Increased cardiovascular health,
stress relief, flushed bacteria and
mood enhancing endorphins? That
sounds fun and disease free to me.
Ladies, don’t be afraid to admit
you finger yourself, use a dildo or
a vibrator. Sometimes a girl has
business to handle. Boys, keep on
wanking away, you’re not dirty.
You’re either bored or horny and
you’ll feel good after you’re finished.
Will you bop now? Or at least
admit you do?
Look in next week’s issue of The
Lumberjack for “The Good, The Bad,
and The Ugly: Songs to have sex to”.
Send me songs, questions and stories
about sex at sextalkgbu@gmail.com.
— S.A.M
Each week Sam will tackle a new
sex related topic in The Lumberjack. To
submit questions, personal experiences
you’ve had with sex, dating and
relationships or if there is something
you want Sam to talk about, email
her at sextalkgbu@gmail.com. Include
your main topic, age, and gender in the
subject line. Please include your name
and phone number in the email; all
submissions will remain anonymous
unless specified.

2013 Social Justice Summit
to focus on undocumented issues
Continued from page 1

undocumented immigrants. One of the workshops being offered at the Summit, for example,
is especially geared to teach school faculty how to help undocumented students succeed.
The theater group Dreamers Adrift will also be a guest at the Summit. “[They do performances
about] the awkwardness of what it means to be undocumented,” Garcia said.
Some examples of this awkwardness include not having a legal identification card or driver’s
license to show bouncers at bars when they go out with their friends. An ID card is also required
to fly on an airplane and use a debit or credit card at certain stores.
Garcia said that everyone should take part in the Summit and be aware of undocumented
issues. “Right now immigration reform is something that’s hot,” she said. “You should know
what’s happening first-hand.”
Romero said when many people hear about immigration reform on the evening news, their
mind thinks of a stereotype, criminals, people who are going to “take our jobs.”
“These are people who are your neighbors, classmates, colleagues,” Romero said. People may
be close to an undocumented person and not even know it, he said. “They’re your average
person.”
Emily Hamann may be contacted at thejack@humboldt.edu
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What students want
from instructors
by Jake Walsmith
It turns out we really are not as different from
our instructors as we may have thought.
When I asked students what qualities they
value most in their instructors I was surprised that
creativity and enthusiasm came up just as much as
when I asked instructors what they looked for in
their students. Students get bored just as easily as
instructors.
We do not want our instructors to stand in
front of the class every time we meet and simply
recite the information that we are supposed to be
learning. If they do not want us to interact and
voice our opinions then they might as well just
type up the lectures and have us read them at
home.
I do not think that I have ever heard a student
say something like “wow, that professor is just
way too passionate about what they are teaching!”
It just does not happen. I think all students would
agree that we would rather have an instructor who
is overly enthused rather than under enthused. If
an instructor is not interested by what they are
teaching us, how can they expect us to be?
Professors who get creative with their lectures
and class assignments are much more likely to
grab and keep our attention.
Some of the most interesting and memorable
lessons I have had here at Humboldt State were
when we did simulations in class. These types
of lessons help students learn first hand how a
process might work in the real world.
Who would want to just read about how
political parties in Germany create coalition
governments, when you can act it out like I
did in Professor Radha Webley’s Introduction
to Comparative Politics class? Students were
separated into different groups and assigned to
learn about a specific German political party and
then came together and attempt to find common
ground with another party to form a majority
government.
Why speculate on how heads of state might
negotiate a new European Union treaty when you
“The most important quality
I feel is crucial in a professor is
their knowledge on material they
are teaching. I like to be able to go
to my professors with questions
and have them provide me with
resources, not answers, to gather
my own conclusion. The best
kind of professor is the one that
introduces you to new ideas
and concepts in an objective
manner.”

Delivery Drivers
Edward Fernandez
Sarah Mcgraw
Paper Folding
Ivy Kelso

Jake Walsmith may be contacted at thejack@humboldt.edu

“I like it when they engage with
the class. Sitting for hours without much
interaction can make it very difficult to
focus. When looking for classes to take
I prefer to take the classes taught by a
professor that I had in the past that
challenged me and tried to actually
remember my name and my points
of view. I prefer a professor who will
tell me when I messed up and offer
any additional help in order for me
to succeed in their class.”
Brandon Norris
junior
political science

Allie Alvarez
senior
child development

Advertising Representatives
Michelle Stowell
Cassandra Klein
Advertising Designer
Marie Estrada
Samantha Seglin

could take on the role of one of those leaders and
negotiate with your classmates like Professor Sam
Sonntag had us do in Political Economy?
In a study done by Columbia University,
research showed students became more mentally
involved in learning “when they are involved in
a process of inquiry, discovery, investigation, and
interpretation.” These types of hands on lessons
make class much more interesting and valuable
for us while also giving us some real world skills
that we can use later on in our careers.
Of course simulations would not really make
sense in every subject. My point is, students gain
a lot more from their instructor’s knowledge and
experiences when they get creative and force
students outside of their comfort zones.
Students can tell when their instructors are
bored and uninterested just like instructors can
tell when students are. There is nothing more
frustrating than being excited and wanting to
learn but then seeing that your instructor is just
going through the motions.
A couple of semesters ago I enrolled in a class
that focused on an interesting and relevant subject
for my major. Unfortunately it was very obvious
from the first day of class that the professor was
not interested in a balanced approach that looks
at all sides of the issues, only those that supported
her own opinion. Students do not appreciate
feeling like they are being tested on how closely
their opinion matches that of the instructor.
Although students appreciate an instructor
who speaks their mind and is not afraid of voicing
their opinions, that is a far cry from wanting to be
indoctrinated with those opinions. Students want
to hear both sides of an issue, debate the pros and
cons, and then come to their own conclusions.
Both instructors and students need to work
together to create the best learning environment
for everyone. The more interesting a class is for
everyone involved, the better.

“Someone who cares more about
innovation than just repeating
the same old information
again and again.”
Anthony Bustos
senior
psychology

“I believe that a good professor
knows what students need and want
in individual ways. For instance,
since I am an international student
I have a hard time understanding
the context of topics in the class
sometimes. However, teachers
give me extra time to teach me
and let me figure out things
outside of class.”
Hoshimi Tominari
senior
communication
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Mission Statement

The Lumberjack is a student-run newspaper
that reports on the campus and community.
We strive to report with accuracy, honesty,
and originality. We hold ourselves
accountable for errors in our reporting.
We invite all readers to participate.
This is your newspaper.
Be a part of it.
The Lumberjack is a member of the
California College Media Association. The
Lumberjack is printed on recycled paper
and published on Wednesdays during the
school year. Views and contents of The
Lumberjack are those of the author and
not necessarily those of Humboldt State
University. Unsigned editorials appearing
in the Opinion section reflect a two-third
majority opinion of the editorial staff.
Opinions expressed in editorial content
and columns are not necessarily those of
Humboldt State University. Advertising
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purposes and is not constructed as an
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of The Lumberjack, Associated Students,
or Humboldt State University.

The Lumberjack Submission Policy
Include “Attn: Letter” in the subject line for e-mail submissions.
Letters to the editor may not exceed 350 words.

Send letters to the editor to

thejack@humboldt.edu
Guest columns may not exceed 750 words.
We also welcome cartoons, spoof articles and other items.
Include your name, telephone number, city of residence and
affiliation with relevant campus or community organizations.
HSU students: Include your major, area of emphasis and class standing.
New contributors may be given preference over returning contributors.
Send submissions to the
Opinion Editor,
Rebecca Gallegos,
at rmg83@humboldt.edu

All submissions must be received by 4 p.m. the Friday preceding publication.
All letters and columns may be edited for grammar, spelling, and clarity.
We reserve the right to edit pieces that contain libel, slander, hate or discriminatory speech and pieces that may incite violence.
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To the Editor:
It has been inspirational to watch one billion people rise against violence toward
women and girls. Special kudos to the middle school students who came out to dance
in the Arcata Plaza on behalf of safety and justice for survivors everywhere. Thanks to
Andrew Goff for his wrap-up.
The day is over, now what can we do as individuals and as a community to stop
abuse, assault and violence?
We can remember those who are not noticed, ignored and who are too often invisible.
February is Teen Dating Violence Awareness month and during this month we can
notice that young people in dating relationships are not taken as seriously as adults.
There are not as many legal protections for those who are not married.
The Violence Against Women Act has just passed the United States Senate by an
overwhelming margin. However, it still faces obstacles in the House of Representatives.
Despite the fact that 17 Republicans have just asked House Speaker John Boehner and
House Majority Leader Eric Cantor to ratify VAWA as passed by the Senate, Republican
leaders have said they have not yet decided what to do about the bill. Last year, the
bill ran into opposition from Republicans in the House who objected to the provisions
expanding and solidifying protection for immigrants, native peoples on Native American
land, and lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender survivors.
We can notice immigrant people, and those who are undocumented, who are
understandably reluctant to seek legal protection because of their status in the U.S.
Women crossing the border illegally are subject to rape by their “coyotes” and border
patrol officials, according to confirmed reports and court cases and they are also at
risk of sexual assault in immigration detention facilities. VAWA would also increase
the number of temporary visas given to undocumented immigrants who are victims of
domestic abuse.
Violence against women has reached epidemic proportions in on Native American
land. Native American women are among the most vulnerable groups, with 46 percent
subject to rape, physical violence or stalking by a domestic partner at some point in their
lives, according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Native American
women are more than twice as likely to be raped as white women, often times by
non-American INdian, and many are left in limbo between tribal authorities who are
powerless to act against non-tribal aggressors and local officials who are unable to
exert control on tribal lands. The new bill recognizes tribal authority to prosecute nonAmerican Indians who abuse their partners.
Because their relationships are not seen as legitimate, lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender and queer people are underserved by our shelters and our crisis centers,
and by the civil and criminal legal systems. The new VAWA includes earmarked funding
for community organizations that serve LGBT victims, a prohibition against LGBT
discrimination by law enforcement and domestic violence shelters, and an explicit
allowance for states to use federal money to help LGBT victims.

Susan G.S. McGee
Coordinator
Humboldt County Domestic Violence Coordinating Council & Instructor
Community Activism/Education for Action
Humboldt State University -BSS 518D
**Our own Congressman Jared Huffman, to his credit, is one of the cosponsors of VAWA
in the house. You can call Representatives Cantor, (202) 225-2815, and Boehner, (202)-2256205, and urge them to pass the version of VAWA passed by the Senate.
What else can you do? You can make a cash donation to one of our local anti-violence
organizations. Or you can make a donation of material goods.You can get involved as
a volunteer, board member or committee member or sponsor a fundraiser for Humboldt
Domestic Violence Services (707) 444-9255, North Coast Rape Crisis Team, (707) 443-2737
or WISH in southern Humboldt. (707) 923-4100. The Humboldt County Domestic Violence
Coordinating Council has multiple opportunities for citizen participation; you can learn
more by calling me at (707) 601-5042.
Don’t end your activism after one day – take action now.

The endangered middle
by Helen Hwang
In the past two months five Republican and
Democratic senators
announced their decision
to depart from the United States Senate due to
their frustration of constant gridlock, absence
of leadership, and unwillingness to compromise
within the chamber.
The intolerable friction
caused by immense polarization pushed our elected
representatives to abandon their posts and open the
gates for a wave of determined partisan officials.
Tom Harkin, Saxby Chambliss, Frank R.
Lautenberg, Mike Johanns and Jay D. Rockefeller
IV are the handful departing, who have blatantly
expressed their concern of the ineffective Senate.
The loss of representation affects both the
Democratic and Republican parties. Frank R.
Lautenberg (D) of New Jersey, Mike Johanns (R) of
Nebraska, Tom Arkin (D) of Iowa, Saxby Chambliss
(R) of Georgia and Jay D. Rockefeller IV (D) from
West Virginia, have all emphatically expressed
concern about the effects of the polarizing plague.
All five senators have built most of their legacy on
compromise, in crossing the aisle to reach pragmatic
resolutions which could have furthered the nation’s
growth.
The departure of these senators is a confirmation
of the shrinking race of pragmatic politicians. They
are ones to have been able to look beyond politics

and work for the people. Unlike the hard-liners that
swing way left, or way right, and refuse to glance
towards the middle.
Lautenberg helped ban smoking on airplanes,
which became a catalyst to prohibit smoking in
restaurants and other public places. Arkin was
the leading senator on the passage of Americans
with Disabilities Act of 1990, which forbade the
discrimination of people with disabilities. Rockefeller
was the chairman of the Commerce Committee and
played a significant role in the battle of extending
health care coverage. Chambliss, one of the rare
and reasonable, got down on hands and knees for
bipartisan efforts to focus on the federal deficit.
Lastly, the relative newcomer, Johanns as a part of
the Gang of Eight, has attempted to a bipartisan
agreement on deficit reduction.
The replacements are the ones to be squeamish of.
Perspective runners include Shelley Moore Capito in
West Virginia, Dave Heineman, current Governor
of Nebraska, Tom Latham, Representative of Iowa’s
fourth district. Capito, who is a member of the House,
votes along Republican lines 96 percent of the time.
She has also voted yes on electronic surveillance
without a warrant and yes on terminating federal
funding for National Public Radio, according to
the Post. Heineman vetoed legislation that would
allow low-income families access to healthy foods
and pushed for the infamous Keystone XL pipeline,

which holds detrimental affects to the environment.
Latham , who votes 91 percent with his party has
voted yes to making the PATRIOT Act permanent, as
well as yes on constitutionally defining marriage a
constitutional between a woman and man.
Their voting records show they hold no intent
for compromise and only tend to do so when it
falls in line with their party’s ideology. They often
struggle to reach middle ground solutions because of
stubborn ideological differences, thus increasing the
level of polarization.
The downfall of compromise foreshadows
the heightened sense of partisanship within the
Republican Party As they continue to lose their
most moderate of politicians like Chambliss and
Johanns, they continue to breed ones that stand
front and center, unwilling to back down even for
the betterment of the people. Although some may see
this as a loyal characteristic, it is one that has played
as a blockade for salient legislation to ever pass, like
health care reform, funding for education and tax
reform. This is not to say that the Democratic Party
does not face a similar issue, but not to the extent as
the Republicans do.

Helen Hwang may be contacted at thejack@humboldt.edu

EDITORIAL
Humboldt State held a re-opening ceremony for the
Student Recreation and Wellness Center on Feb. 22
that featured nearly $3 million in renovations.
Of that $3 million dollars, $1.3 million comes from
The University Center, which operates The Depot,
Center Arts, Center Activities, and until last year,
the student-owned bookstore, which was sold for
$800,000.
While HSU Vice President of Student Affairs Peg
Blake assures people that students overwhelmingly
called for a new gym and wellness center via a
campus-wide survey, she fails to mention that the
survey did not give students two options or even ask
if they wanted their fees to pay for it. All the survey
asked was if students would like a new gym. Who
would say no?
At best, the survey was biased. At worst, misleading.
If HSU students had the option of choosing where

their fees went, the Wellness Center may not have
“re-opened” last week. Last year, students voted 3 to
1 against any fee increase, yet the school raised fees
anyway.
Executive Director of HSU’s University Center
David Nakamura told the Times-Standard he hopes
the RWC will bring in new students. But there is no
guarantee that will happen.
The next renovation funded by the University Center
is The Depot. Once again, the process goes on with
little student input.
The United States Department of Education’s
website states that a school can get a Qualified
School Construction Bond to use for construction,
rehabilitation or repair of a public school facility.
This is where money for school buildings should
come from, not from the pockets of students.
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A look back on black Hall of Famers
Black Heritage &
Liberation Month

by Anthony Flucker
The list of the greatest athletes
in Humboldt State athletics
history, the hall of fame, is full
of black faces.
In 1955 All-American halfback
Earl Meneweather became the
hall of fame’s first ever inductee.
Meneweather was the only
black student on campus during
the mid 1930s.

Provided by the HSU Athletic Department

Meneweather
dealt
with
many counts of racism and
was segregated from his fellow
white students. With the
encouragement of his family,
Meneweather
remained
at
HSU until he graduated. He
graduated holding the record
for most yards gained in a game
and longest run from the line of
scrimmage.
Apart from being a phenomenal
athlete, Meneweather had a
dedication to education.
He chose to dive deeper
into his love for education
by teaching, coaching and
administering
at
three
different schools in Oakland,
Calif. and at HSU.
Meneweather
mentored
and influenced many black
athletes in a wide array
of sports who went on to
achieve high accolades.
In later years, more great
black athletes arose, like
R.W. Hicks, an All-American
center in the early 1970s.
Hicks entered the HSU Hall
of Fame in 1992.
Hicks said Meneweather
contributed to his success at
HSU.
“[Meneweather was a]

hell of a man — he looked
out for us and always left
his door open,” Hicks said.
Hicks received awards
like the Far Western AllConference first team for
two consecutive years in
1972 and 1973.
After his college career,
Hicks played three seasons
in the NFL. He played
alongside greats like Vince
Lombardi and against great
teams like the dreaded 1975
Vikings, contenders for best
defensive team of the era.
Hicks finished his athletic
career in Canada. Following
Provided by the HSU Athletic Department
in the footsteps of his
meter races by two full seconds.
predecessor Meneweather,
There are numerous black
Hicks came back to HSU as an
athletes
who will gain Hall
administrator.
of
Fame
eligibility in the
Juan Ball is another premier
coming
years.
Athletes like
black athlete in HSU history
who was inducted into the hall Austin Nichols, who now plays
basketball
in
of fame in 2002. Ball ran track professional
France,
averages
22.3
points
a
and field during the early ‘90s.
HSU’s Athletic Director Dan game and played several seasons
Collen describes Ball as “one of in the NBA developmental
the greatest athletes to come to league. Nichols becomes eligible
for the Hall of Fame next year.
Humboldt State.”
Ball, an Olympian, still holds
the record for the 100, 200 and
Anthony Flucker may be
400 meter dash and leads all
contacted at thejack@humboldt.edu
times in the 200 meter and 400

by Diover Duario
Racism and sports throughout
American history can been seen as
a poster child for the United States’
struggle with civil rights.
Jackie Robinson broke the color
barrier in ‘45. Muhammad Ali held
a blatant disregard for the repressive
establishment.
Though we have come far as a
society to reverse and transcend
the harmful status quo of America’s
past, the damage of true equality
being withheld from every citizen
is apparent and is a burden today’s
youth must bear.
Fred Whitmire, former Humboldt
State quarterback, 1958-1960, and
football head coach from 1991 to
1999, was part of an integrated team
during the onset of the Civil Rights
Movement.
In 1960, Whitmire and
the undefeated Jacks traveled
to St. Petersburg, Fla. to play
for the National Association
of
Intercollegiate
Athletics
Championship.
“We were told that we would
not be able to be housed together,”
Whitmire said. “We certainly did
not like how we were treated in that
regard as a team.”
Although Whitmire is white, he
witnessed the racism black players
faced.
“Black athletes at different times

were thought of as maybe not being
as intelligent, which was ridiculous,”
Whitmire said. “One of the smartest,
most intelligent guys on our team
was our big offensive lineman
[Vester Flanagan]. He probably had
an IQ of about 160 and the rest of us
would have been well below that.”
The Lumberjacks lost to LenoirRhyne University, 15-14, in the
NAIA Holiday Bowl.
Flanagan played for the
Lumberjacks from 1957 to 1960 and
was inducted in the HSU Athletics
Hall of Fame in 1975.
Though the struggles of Flanagan
and black all over the country came
to a head half a century ago, a world
devoid of prejudice still looms in the
future.
HSU has not had a starting black
quarterback since Chris Dixon in the
2002-2003 season. Before that, Larry
Humphreys held the quarterback
position from 1993 to 1996.
In the late ‘80s, Rodney Dorsett
and William Williams shared the
position from 1986 to 1989. Dorsett
held the record for most career yards
thrown, with 4,489, until 2006 and is
now in fourth place for that record.
Kendrick Trotter, a freshman
cornerback for the Lumberjacks,
recalls growing up as a young
athlete being exposed to the ugly
side of American sports.
Athletically gifted and sporting
a 3.7 GPA, Trotter continues to

push himself to excel through his
own will, regardless of any hurdles
placed upon him or his peers.“If
somebody beats you mentally they
can do anything they want to you
physically,” he said.
John Hughes, former football
player and current tight ends coach
for the Lumberjacks, thinks the
HSU football coaching staff has
done a good job keeping bias out of
coaching.
But Hughes, an HSU alumnus
who studied social movements in
the communications department,
said he is wary of the perception
that racism is all but wiped out.
“I don’t think that racism is
gone at all. In fact I think it’s still
very prevalent, and as someone
who did study social movements ...
I’m very aware of the stigmas that
still surround us in our everyday
life,” Hughes said. “To say that the
playing field has been made equal is
one thing, but to say that the playing
field of life has been made equal
would be going too far.”
Eric Tripp, assistant head
coach and offensive coordinator
of the Lumberjacks, explains that
recruitment is not an exact science.
“We need to see what’s beating
inside their chest, what’s their desire
and love for football,” Tripp said.
“We have to make sure that they’re
set up for success in the classroom.”
Trotter remains hopeful as he
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Tackling racism off and on the field

looks forward to another
season as a Lumberjack.
“At the end of the day if the
coach is black, white, Asian, rich, or
poor, he wants to win,” Trotter said.
“That’s why he’s coaching so if you
make it to where you’re the best
person hands down at that position
he’s gonna be stupid not to play
you.”

Diover Duario may be
contacted at thejack@humboldt.edu
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Coffee Break

Now Serving:
• Redwood Curtain
Soups
Brewery
Beer
Salads
Paninis
• Sandwiches
Beer & Wine
•
Soup
Coming soon!
•
• Panninis

Tamales from Celebration currently available!

707-825-6685
700 Bayside Rd, Arcata
Located in the Sunny Brae Center
across from Murphy’s Market
www.TheLumberjack.org
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Basketball Schedule

Sports |

Humboldt State Scoreboard
HSU MEN’S BASKETBALL

Men’s
Basketball:

Women’s
basketball:		

2/27/13 CSU Dominguez
Hills 7 p.m. Lumberjack
Arena
3/1/13 CSU Los Angeles 7
p.m. Lumberjack Arena

2/27/13 CSU
Dominguez Hills 5:30
p.m. Lumberjack Arena
3/1/13 CSU Los Angeles
5:30 p.m. Lumberjack
Arena

***Humboldt State women’s basketball team’s loss to Sonoma State knocks
them out of playoff contention. The men’s team has to win their final two
games and have Sonoma lose both of theirs to sneak into the CCAA playoffs.
a
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open everyday noon- 10pm

Handmade ON SITE
on the Eureka Boardwalk!

1 F Street #C1, Eureka

707.407.3508

Sonoma State

Humboldt State

HSU MEN’S BASKETBALL
Humboldt State

SF State

83 68 79 61
February22, 2013

HSU WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
Sonoma State

Humboldt State

February 23, 2013

HSU WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
SF State

Humboldt State

71 60 50 67
February 22, 2013

February 23, 2013

Painted out of the picture
Lacrosse teams find it difficult to use the
Redwood Bowl for games or practice

ltdicecream.com

Nick Rothlein at lacrosse practice. | Qinjin Yang

by Patrick Evans

SOLUTIONS

Hemp*Recycled*Organic
Everyday sustainable styles
858 G Street on the Plaza

822-6972

Lacrosse players imagine
white lines on the field when
they practice at Humboldt
State’s Redwood Bowl.
HSU will not let the the
men’s and women’s lacrosse
teams paint temporary lines
on the Redwood Bowl field.
Without lines, the lacrosse
teams cannot host games on
the Redwood Bowl field.
The lacrosse teams can
paint lines for games on the
College Creek Field, but they
cannot practice there because
the HSU soccer teams already
use the field.
Women’s lacrosse coach
Christina Jones Koczera said
new players need to practice
on a regulation field to learn
the rules of lacrosse.
“When you don’t have the
lines then you’re just kind of
guessing,” Koczera said. “That
has a huge impact when we go
and play games.”
Lacrosse
captain
and
environmental
engineering
major Tatiana Lewis said new
lacrosse players only learn to
play with lines when they step
on the field for their first real
game.
“We take on a lot of new
players, and they never see
lines until we have our first
tournament, which was just
last weekend,” Lewis said.
Lewis said even experienced
players suffered from lack of

February 27, 2013

practice.
“We got tons of violations,”
Lewis said. “There are certain
areas of the field you are not
allowed to enter, like the
goal circle. We haven’t been
practicing with a goal circle
that’s the correct size, we got
called on that many times.”
The teams cannot practice
or play games at night on
College Creek because it does
not have lights. Men’s lacrosse
coach
Anthony
Silvaggio
recruits lacrosse players to
HSU from across the country
and said the Redwood Bowl
was needed to attract students.
Silvaggio has protested the
ban on temporary paint since
last year, without success.
“They won’t really give me
a rationale for why we can’t
use this field for contests [and]
why we can’t paint temporary
lines on there,” Silvaggio said.
The decision to use the
College Creek Field for lacrosse
instead of the Redwood
Bowl came from HSU’s
Fields Oversight Committee.
The Committee negotiates
arguments between staff over
field time and creates rules for
field use.
Traci Ferdolage, Fields
Committee chair and vice
president
of
Facilities
Management, said the lacrosse
teams could not paint the
Redwood Bowl because of
field use guidelines.
The guidelines, however, do

not explicitly ban temporary
paint. They only require
sports teams to get permission
each time they want to paint
the field.
“They can appeal a decision
to the president if they want
to I guess,” Ferdolage said.
“Or to the vice president of
Administrative Affairs, that’s
not really outlined.”
Ferdolage said that the
College Creek Field was
specifically set aside for the
lacrosse team.
“When we put that field
together, we put stuff out there
so that they could paint lines,”
Ferdolage said. However the
field is not equipped for night
games.
Chris
Hopper,
Fields
Committee
member
and
kinesiology department chair,
said the lacrosse team could
challenge the decision through
Student Affairs.
Jan
Henry,
Fields
Committee
member
and
director of recreational sports,
said some committee members
would not allow temporary
paint on the Redwood Bowl.
“I know its the opinion of a
few people on the committee
that they don’t want to paint
the Redwood Bowl.” Henry
said. “I’m not sure if it’s the
majority however.”
Patrick Evans may be
contacted at thejack@humboldt.edu
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A Look Back |
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potlight
Spotlight:
The Enigma

by J. Daniel Fernandez
Photos by | Sebastian Hedberg

PIZZA
FRIES
SALADS
BURGERS
SANDWICHES
AND MORE

OPEN___LATE
MON-THUR: 11am-Midnight
FRI-SAT: 11am-1am
SUN: 11am-1aM

The world famous
Enigma stopped in
Eureka on Feb. 21.
Setting up a
temporary shop inside
of Old Growth Tattoo,
The Enigma spent the
day tattooing fans with
a copy of his trademark
blue puzzle pieces.

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS!

take out Catering deli trays
822
4650
arcatapizzA com 1057 H street Arcata

STROMBECK PROPERTIES
Office Location: 960 S. G st., Arcata, CA
Mon. - Fri. : 9am - 12pm, 1pm - 5pm
Office Phone: 707.822.4557
strombeckprop@yahoo.com

Humboldt State art
eduction/studio major,
Shane Donaldson, shows off
his newest addition, a blue
puzzle piece.
When asked why he
wanted a piece from The
Enigma, Donaldson replied,
“Cause he’s a fucking legend.”
The Enigma’s appearances
include stints on The
X-Files, Penn & Teller’s
Bullshit and Lollapalooza.

Looking for a place to
live?
We have properties in
Arcata and Eureka!

Studios and 1 Beds Available Now!
Ask about our School Year Lease

!

Be sure to check out our
website for complex maps
and floor plans!
www.strombeckprop.com
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“Wanna change the
world? There’s nothing to
it, the world is inside of
us. That’s why you only
see the backside of my
puzzle pieces, the art is
inside.”

Sweet..

.We got
you
covere
d!

The Enigma will be
back in town for an
April 20 show.
www.showdevils.com

PRIVATE OUTDOOR HOT TUBS • TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS

With brands
Surly and
Specialized!
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CAPPUCCINO
•
JUICE BAR
•
PASTRIES
Sunday - Thursday
noon to 11 pm
Friday & Saturday
noon to 1 am

OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAYS & HOLIDAYS
corner 5th & J, Arcata • 822-2228 reservations

February 27, 2013

650 10th Street
Arcata
822-4673
125 West 5th Street
Eureka
445-1711
Open daily
monday thru saturday 9 to 6;
sunday 10 to 5

adventuresedge.com

